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Abstract- The most important objective of this analysis is to optimize the water tank behavior in various soil conditions
through the use of FE ANSYS software for the effects of different stress patterns, deformation and stress, and the
implications of these comparisons. Stress is the most important objective. Numerous studies on water tanks have been
reviewed and compared in this review. In his review paper he entitled seismic analysis of elevated water tank with
different staging configuration. We studied the behavior of different staging system under different tank condition,
Response Spectrum Analysis evaluated by various authors of elevated water tank for various types of zone. This study
is review of various papers of authors and optimizes future research and conclusion.
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I.

Introduction

A tank of water is a fluid storage area. The need for a water tank is as old as civilization to store the water for a variety of
applications, such as water consumption, irrigation, forestry, fireplace suppression, farming, both plant and livestock,
chemical processing, food preparation and many others. A water tank is a device used to store water for everyday use.
The cost, form, size and construction materials used for the construction of water tanks are guided by the use of water
tank capacity. The water tank shape is important as it is primarily based on the shape of the water tank because the
existence and strength of stress. Round shape is known for a certain ability because stress is uniform and decreases in
comparison with other types. The design of a liquid form must be based on the prevention of cracking in the concrete
despite its strength in tensile. Cracks can be prevented using thick wood shutters to avoid the easy hydration of the
concrete weight by preventing the possibility of cracking also from decreasing the restrictions on free expansion or form
contraction. Water supplies, liquid fuel, petroleum goods and related products and Fire Protection are commonly used in
multiple storage tanking and overhead water tanks. Without consideration of the liquid nature of the product, the
movement of the storage reservoirs is due to side or circumcision. Vibrations due to seismic activity are lateral and
circumnutates. The vibration of the tank water is exclusive by these lateral forces. The upper part of the tank is bubbling,
and in such a slippery impact, the lower part is impulsive. In general, all tanks are designed to remove any leaks from a
loose structure due to one of the major earthquake issues. The study of the RC therefore speeded up the water tank. RC
Elevated water tank is one-of-a-kind irregular part but better Eucharist is at the top of EVT like as box is so greater
touchy region to any seismic load, especially due to an earthquake. Structural seismic conduct deals with techniques to
decide the stresses sample and deformation of a shape subjected to dynamic masses. A pressure analyst commonly
ignores the impact of the settlements of layered supporting soil on the structural conduct of the excellent shape of the
tank. In standard, however, the structure might be interplay with the surrounding Layered soil. In this paper Earlier
research must indicated that interaction behaviors and outcomes are truly enormous, in particular for the tank resting on
especially compressible agreement soils.
II.

Water Tank

A tank of water is a liquid storage vessel. In addition to a large number of other operations, the need for a tank is as
ancient as humanity to provide water storage for a variety of programs, drinking water, irrigation, cultivation, suppression
of heat, agricultural farming, each for flowers and farm animals, chemical processing and food practice. Water tank
parameters include the overall design and choice of building materials. Reinforced Concrete Water tank design is
primarily based on IS 3370: 2009 (Parts I – IV). The layout relies upon at the region of tanks, i.e. Overhead, on floor or
underground water tanks. The tanks may be made of RCC or maybe of different hand the underground tanks rest
underneath the floor level.
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Classification of water tank:
In this section, the types of water tanks are discussed in detail. There are different types of water tank depending upon the
shape, position with respect to ground level etc.
Water Tanks

Based on the Shape of
Tank

Based on the
placement of Tank











Rest on the ground
Under ground
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Figure 1.1: Classification of water tank
From the location factor of view and site of tank, water tanks are categorized into 3 categories. Those are,
a) Underground tanks
b) Tanks resting on ground
c) Overhead water tanks
In most cases the underground and on ground tank are circular or rectangular in form however the form of the overhead
tanks is influenced via the aesthetical view of the environment and as well as the design
A). Underground water tank
An Underground storage tank (UST) is a storage tank this is located under the floor stage. Underground storage tanks fall
into 3 different Parts:


Steel/aluminium tank, made by manufacturers in most states and conforming to standards set by the Steel Tank
Institute.



Composite overwrapped a metal tank (aluminium/steel) with filament windings like glass fiber/aramid or carbon
fiber or a plastic compound around the metal cylinder for corrosion protection and to form an interstitial space.



Tanks made from composite material, fibreglass/aramid or carbon fiber with a metal liner (aluminum or steel).

Underground water storage tanks are used for underground garage of potable ingesting water, wastewater & rainwater
collection. So whether you name it a water tank or water cistern, as long as you're storing water underground these are the
garage tanks for you. Plastic underground water tanks (cistern) are a superb opportunity to concrete cisterns.
B). Tanks resting on ground
In this phase, we're analysing most effective the tanks resting on ground like clean water reservoirs, settling tanks,
aeration tanks etc. Are supported on ground at once. The partitions of these tanks are subjected to pressure and the base is
subjected to weight of water. These tanks are square or circular in their shape.
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C). Overhead water tanks
Overhead water tanks of diverse shapes can be used as provider reservoirs, as a balancing tank in water deliver schemes
and for replenishing the tanks for various purposes. Reinforced concrete water towers have awesome benefits as they are
no longer affected by climatic modifications, are leak proof, offer greater stress and are adoptable for all shapes.
From shape of tank, water tanks may be classified as types. These are,
a)

Circular tanks

b)

Conical or funnel shaped tanks

c)

Rectangular tanks

d)

Intze type

e)

Spherical type

a) Circular tanks
Circular tanks are commonly desirable for terribly large garage capacities the facet partitions are designed for
circumferential hoop tension and bending second, because the walls are constant to the ground slab at the junction. The
bottom slab is typically flat because it’s quite low in cost.

Figure (a): Circular type tankFigure (b): Conical Type water tankFigure (c) : Rectangular type

b) Conical or funnel shaped tanks
This tank is a first-class architectural tank and aesthetic and has all the other essential advantages that can be built without
difficulty for unnecessary inspection of the hollow tank shaft. The use of slip from casting can be less costly and easily
constructed. The use of pre-cast concrete elements can also be built.
c) Rectangular tanks
The walls of the rectangular tank are both subject to horizontal and vertical bending moments. The second measurement
is complicated because of the impact of water pressure in a triangular load on them. The value of the moment depends on
the various factors, including the duration, width and tank top, and the supporting conditions at both the pinnacle and the
back edge of the wall. If the wall is compressed to its peak for an additional period, the instant can be particularly vertical,
i.e. The frame bends as a springboard. However, if the height is higher during measurement, the moments can be
horizontal and the panel bending along the corners as a skiny sheet. The wall of the tank will as a result be subjected to
both bending moment as well as direct tension.
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d) Intze type tank
INTZ-style water reservoir consists of one such water reservoir with the round surface form and the conical plate with the
lowest round dome. In this kind of tank, the inner forces from the conic dome overcome the external forces from the bass
dome, resulting in slightly less pressure at the bottom concrete dome of the tank. The thickness of the concrete due to
lower stresses.

Figure (d): Intze type Water tankFigure (e): Sperical type water tank

e) Spherical type
This type of storage tank is preferred for garage of excessive pressure fluids. A sphere is a totally sturdy structure. The
even distribution of stresses on the field's surfaces, both internally and externally, generally way that there aren't any
vulnerable points. Spheres but, are a good deal costlier to manufacture than cylindrical or square tanks.
A gain of spherical water tanks is that they've a smaller floor region per unit volume than another form of tank. This way
that the amount of heat transferred from warmer surroundings to the liquid in the sphere will be less than that for
cylindrical or square storage vessels.
III.

Literature Study

Significant researches become completed on seismic behavior of water storage tanks and a few posted works on natural
frequency or seismic response characteristics of strengthened concrete (RC) water tanks are reviewed on this segment
Chandana et al. (1) The study examined the efficiency of overhead seismic and wind forces in high-intensity reinforced
concrete tanks. An overhead tank of elevated water is a storage system built to hold drinking water and provide safe
drinking water at a certain level. The design and cost estimation of overhead water, which require much knowledge, is a
time-consuming process. Such high-water tanks are particularly vulnerable to wind and earthquakes. In this analysis,
tanks of different forms are considered. The elevated tanks are designed in STAAD.PRO software, Circular, Rectangular
and Intze. Seismic and wind analyzes on the modelled structure are conducted. The findings of the study are analyzed in
detail and measured and costs are analyzed for all the three water tanks. the seismic parameters such as acceleration, base
shear and over turning times are examined.
Vyankatesh et. Al. (2) Studied water tanks subject to dynamic loading and placed in distinctive seismic areas with framed
RC types and urban shaft shape with different capacity. The history of the well-known earthquake shows that in its
energy time it has caused numerous losses to citizens and has also allowed the public earthquake period to suffer because
of damage caused to public services. High water tanks in urban or rural areas form part of the water supply scheme and
the paperwork of their capabilities before and during the earthquake is equally relevant. This activities demonstrated that
improved tanks relative to any other type of tank do not compromise the value of the support system. Damages are caused
by the inadequate device layout, incorrect device support selection, etc. Such systems concentrate on the top of the
narrow system, which consequently are vulnerable to horizontal forces due to earthquakes.
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Vajir et. Al. (3) A composite material storage tank analytical and quantitative assessment was studied under seismic load.
Industrial device dynamic properties as a pressure-pressure vertical tank is used for examination. An evaluation of current
technical solutions and design tips for the composite cloth strain vessel was conducted under seismic testing. The seismic
design and study of tanks for storage of hazardous and corrosive materials have centered in specific. They are very not
unusual global and may help to develop techniques of seismic evaluation able to take account of composite cloth
orthotropic behavior. Advanced FEM examine have been executed and a contrast between strategies of ASME RTP-1 &
FEM has been mentioned. A fine ability of simplified models to fit the general reaction of tanks has been proven.
N Beemkumar et. Al. (4) A detailed sunlight survey was conducted to satisfy different thermal requirements. Many
findings have been made of devices designed to boost efficiency and minimize heat loss in keeping with the same old
conditions and specifications. The model is completed with thermal analysis and the results have been measured and
compared. The results of experts. During charging process, the temperature distribution from warmness transfer fluid
(HTF) to PCM is maximum in copper encapsulations followed with the aid of aluminum encapsulations and brass
encapsulations. The evaluation shows simplest whilst the electric electricity as an input source. The green manner of
captivating sun power can be better substitutes for electric enter.
Prasad et. Al. (5) Performed seismic evaluation and development of metal storage tank enhanced techniques. The finite
element technology with a valuable ANSYS software tool is taken in this analysis. ANSYS Meshing is a well-known,
intelligent, computerized tool for excessive performance. Seismic analyses of enhancement techniques alongside the tank
layout have been listed here. GFRP is right in its comparison of improving GFRP and TPP approaches because GFRP
reduces deformation and its coastline is much less comparable to TPP. GFRP can also be pursued since seismic
parameters are easily popular on the market. Foundation provision provides better efficiency. The balance is not
expensive and can be followed.
Chaudhari et. Al. (6) For hydrodynamic forces and beyond earthquake knowledge, numerical observation of the round
water tank with and without a baffle wall is made. It can be evident that the uncertain tank increases the overall capacity
of the round water tank from all the above effects and graphical images. Comparing the wall height, it is very clear that a
half of the top of the rubber walls displays slightly less deflection, with about 32%, and tension is far less than a third or
0.33 top of the rubber wall, from 60% to 80%. From an effect study of starting in the bubble wall, it is inferred that
starting provision is not accepted because it results in bubble and increases tension.
Dhruv Saxena et. Al. (7) The sense of the consistency assessment for sensible consideration was examined for
comprehension. In this report, an assessment of the Intze water tank container type is carried out with both conventional
and comprehensive techniques. In a traditional way. Finite element modeling and analysis is performed using STAAD
Pro Technology. Two exclusive capacity tanks have been analyzed through all 3 techniques and with distinct ratios of
height of the conical shell to top of the cylindrical shell. In this take a look at best Intze kind tank is considered, because
within the gift state of affairs of fast and big scale infrastructure improvement, most of water tanks are built of large to
medium capacity having heavy load on backside dome and its diameter is massive, the hoop beam needs large amount of
reinforcement. It turns into more economical to lessen its diameter via introducing a conical dome to reduce the ring
anxiety. The bottom ring beam in Intze tank required plenty lighter reinforcement because the thrust from the conical
dome opposes the force from the lowest dome.
Thorat et. Al. (8) nonlinear evaluation of bolstered concrete open rectangular elevated garage reservoir (ESR). In this take
a look at issue sensible static evaluation with tank complete situation is done. Means the additives of the RCC open
square ESR like tank wall, tank slab, supporting beam, assisting frame and footing are modelled and static evaluation
with the aid of thinking about all the layout loads is carried out with a purpose to discover most stresses produced inside
the tank components. Concrete is modelled the use of SOLID65 detail and reinforcement is modelled the use of LINK180
detail. Also discrete kind of modelling technique is used so as to model rebar in the concrete. For modelling and
evaluation ANSYS Mechanical APDL software is used.
Maheswari et. Al. (9) This study offers the evaluation of seismic forces acting on increased water tank e.G. Round water
tank with frame staging stricken by extraordinary parameters viz., seismic intensity, distinctive wind speeds. Seismic
forces acting at the tank are also calculated changing the seismic sector of IS:1893-2002 for seismic layout has been
referred. The staging of round tank has been modelled by way of the usage of the software program STAAD PRO. From
the existing study, it become observed that, for increased tanks, the 2 diploma of freedom idealization of tank ought to be
used for analysis instead of using single diploma of freedom of idealization of tank because the impact of convective
hydrodynamic stress has been blanketed in the analysis of the tanks. Finite detail modelling and evaluation of increased
RC round tank has been done the usage of STAAD PRO software.
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Naveen et. Al. (10) evaluated the applicability of the overall cause with evaluation application ANSYS14.5 in the
modeling and seismic evaluation of elevated water tanks. It is found that ductility demand on staging will increase due to
hydrodynamic effects. From this evaluation it can be finish that the section supplied via Water Authority Department is
not sufficient to house the hydrodynamic forces and sloshing effects of water for the duration of base excitation in the
course of completely stuffed conditions. And it became determined that hydrodynamic forces have more outcomes on
water tanks during earthquakes, which have been now not considered by the Water Authority Department even as
designing.
Dhumal et. Al. (11) Studied FEA version of rectangular extended water tank with baffle wall is model using ANYSIS
16.0 sloshing effect is a main trouble encountered in the analysis of design of bolstered concrete square elevated water
tank. In this paper have a look at of baffle wall is achieved with various parameters such as thickness, spacing of baffle
wall. In second level beginning consequences are studied in baffle partitions. Present take a look at is based on Finite
Element Simulation of expanded RCC water tank in ANSYS workbench In first degree pressure and loads are calculated
in accordance with IS 1893:2002 part-2. Later assessment is made between water tank with baffle wall and without baffle
wall. Deformation and shear stress alongside lengthy wall is considerably reduced with the aid of the usage of baffle
walls.
George et. Al. (12) analyze the reaction conduct of an RCC expanded rectangular water tank. The static structural, modal
and brief analyses were done the use of the ANSYS 15 WORKBENCH. The effect of water peak on the tank response
became studied via using one 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% water fill conditions. Hence seismic behavior of these structures
at some stage in the earthquakes must be investigated in detail so as to meet the protection goals while containing
production and protection prices. In the existing have a look at, an extended RCC square water tank was modeled and
analyzed using the ANSYS software. The static structural, modal and temporary analyses had been performed. It was
discovered that the responses of the tanks increased with a growth inside the water heights.
Jingyuan et. Al. (13) Investigated the finite detail software ABAQUS to hint the dynamic response records of big
strengthened concrete garage tank for the duration of specific seismic excitations. The dynamic characteristics and failure
modes of the tank’s shape had been investigated by means of thinking about the rebar’s impact. Calculation consequences
show that the large concrete garage tank remains in safe operating situations beneath a seismic acceleration of 55 cm/s 2.
The joint of the concrete wall and dome begins to crack whilst seismic acceleration reaches 250 cm/s 2. As the earthquake
keeps, cracks spread until the pinnacle of the wall absolutely fails and prevents running. The most displacement of the
concrete tank and seismic acceleration are in percentage. Peak displacement and stress of the tank always appear behind
the most acceleration.
Anumod et. Al. (14) Studied the effect of diverse additives of earthquake on sloshing response of liquid garage tanks.
First, usually used idea for unidirectional evaluation of liquid conduct in cylindrical tanks was reviewed. Second, the
Finite Element Modeling (FEM) strategy which become used to simulate dynamic response of the liquid tank machine
turned into defined. The FEM changed into confirmed the usage of a hard and fast of guide calculation that's utilized in
available design pointers. A parametric observe for some vertical, cylindrical floor supported tanks with distinctive
element ratios excited by using numerous time series of earthquake accelerations become achieved. Each tank changed
into subjected to unidirectional and bidirectional excitations of earthquake accelerations. The variations of maximum
sloshing wave peak at some point of the above analysis were described. The tanks beneath this examine were analyzed in
a recognized earth quake in India and the outcomes on sloshing wave top were studied.
Eltaly et. Al. (15) cutting-edge studies is based totally at the verification of previous analytical processes that were used to
acquire modal parameters of water tanks as a fundamental step to observe the conduct of these systems beneath seismic
loads. Due to the complex nature of theoretical methods specially while thinking about the dynamic nature of shape,
ANSYS finite element software program was used. Housner technique turned into adopted to represent the dynamic
conduct of water extended tank subjected to horizontal base excitation. Two instances of tanks have been studied, and
their validated 3-D models showed quite appropriate settlement with the experimental modal effects. The analytical
approach efficiently simulated the dynamic behavior of all tanks in the modern look at.
Sarokolayi et. Al. (16) They investigated, the impact of the rotational floor movement correlated additives at the linear
dynamic reaction of a water storage tanks. The finite detail technique with Lagrangian method to model the fluid shape
interaction is used. The rotational additives of the ground motion are deduced from the translational components via
fixing the wave propagation equations in 3-D. The parametric take a look at protected the analyses of a water tank
subjected to 4 earthquake records and taken into consideration empty, 40 and 80 % complete tanks.
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IV.

Conclusion

It can be found from the literature that many variables, such as fluid contact between the structure and the soil, type of
support, stability of the wall, existence of the dampers, staggering height, conditions to fill the water etc, depend on the
structural efficiency of the tanks. Different causes contribute to water tank failure. The principal concern is that under
specific loading conditions, water tanks are not safe because of lack of strength and capacity to withstand the worst
conditions. Therefore it is a challenge for the engineers to build a water tank that offers both protection and power.


All the exceptional paper and referred fabric gives clear concept about analysis and layout of RCC Overhead water
tank.



It is certainly visible what quantity of work is done for Elevated water tank from literature evaluation.



In soil structure and Fluid Structure interaction there are numerous sort of work as feasible in distinctive form of
water tank base on finite detail approach to evaluation and overall performance base work like as to define base
shear Over turning moment impulsive and convective lumped mass and many others.



In the Past Work Not use various Parameter to define form and natural frequency and specific kind of pressure.
And Very low recognition on distinctive Staging used.
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